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The Problem: What policy instruments improve adaptive capacity
dimensions of governance for agricultural producers responding
to climate change, drought, and flood?

Canadian Study Areas
Saskatchewan

Alberta
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Latin America Study Areas
Coquimbo, Chile

Mendoza, Argentina

Method
(a) Institutional analysis (Young/IDGEC)
(b) ESG 5A’s and cross cutting issues
(c) Adaptive Capacity Wheel (Gupta et al. 2010)
(d) Content analysis of laws, policies, institutional
documentation and review of secondary sources
(e) Semi-structured qualitative Interviews
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IDGEC Institutional analysis/ESG
Architecture Agency Accountability Acccess & Allocation Adaptiveness
Institutions (2)

Scale

Global
Regional
National

Power

Knowledge

Norms

Instruments (3)

Local

Global

Instrument redesign (6)
Global

Regional

Regional

National

National

Local

Local
State (5)

Actor pressure (4)

Global

Global
Regional
National
Local

Causes/Drivers (1)
Proximate PD
(local)
Underlying (UD)
(global, regional,
national, local)

Regional
National
Local

Saskatchewan’s Adaptive Capacity Wheel
Governance of climate change,
drought, flood is characterized
by significant resources,
legitimate, accountable and
responsive governance
Climate mit. & adapt. measures
missing
Extensive single loop learning
has occurred with agricultural
practices spread through
collaborative leadership
Deficit of double loop learning or
questioning mental models
underpinning strategies and
action
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Alberta’s Adaptive Capacity Wheel
Governance is characterized by
variety & redundancy of
instruments, resources,
legitimacy, accessibility.
Sporadic, unconnected public
consultation regarding
fragmented issues of CC,
drought & flood results in low
trust, absence of double loop
learning, debate of doubts and
institutional memory
Entrepreneurial leadership
coalesces with the variety of
instruments to make changes
in water practices and farming
practices that builds resilience
for agricultural producers

Coquimbo, Chile’s Adaptive Capacity Wheel
A strong central presidential
government that is few in
number and absent in the rural
case study areas inhibits fair
governance, room for
autonomous change,
institutional memory, and
stymies the variety of
government programs and
instruments
Historical double loop learning
(expanding irrigation and
developing an export
economy) is threatened by this
and the sparse institutional
resources as well as the
drivers of climate change and
international trade
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Mendoza, Argentina’s Adaptive Capacity Wheel






Strong leadership & room for
autonomous change combine
with legitimate, autonomous
governance, trust and diverse
instruments to support
agricultural producers
Constrained resources due to
int. financial/trading markets;
producers are slow to adopt new
technologies and change water
instruments
Strong leadership and authority
advanced triple loop learning
when values and norms were
changed with the Glacier
Preservation Law

Issues of Equity




All case study areas
experience a growing gap
between small and large
producers
Small producers are unable
to access economic,
technological, and natural
capital to the same degree
as large ones
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Water Property Interest
Case Study

Alberta,
Canada

Saskatchew Coquimbo,
an Canada
Chile

Water
Governance
Principle

Most
beneficial
use

Common
property

Public good,
Inherence:
right of access is water right
private property tied to land;
public good

Allocation of
Water Rights

Statutory
legislated
model

Licensing by
Water
Security
Agency

Initial allocation
by government,
then market
transfer

Historic
construction
of Mendoza
oasis

Water
Priorities

First in time;
first in right

No statutory
priority
scheme

None. Water
market
determines

First in time
priority

None

Constitutionally
enshrined water
market

None

Water Market Water
transfer

Mendoza,
Argentina

Instruments Responding to Drought
Case
Study

Alberta,
Canada

Regulatory Reduction of
allocations
based on
priority

Saskatchewan,
Canada

Coquimbo,
Chile

Mendoza,
Argentina

Reduction of
allocations
facilitated by
Water Security
Agency

Declaration of
Emergency
Rationing
through
process of
turno

Declaration of
Emergency
Rationing
through
process of
turno

Glacier
protection

Glacier
protection

Suasive
Market

Transfers of
water for
n/a
compensation
and voluntary
reductions

Transfer of
water for
n/a
compensation
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Instruments Responding to Drought
Case Study

Alberta,
Canada

Saskatchewan,
Canada

Coquimbo,
Chile

Mendoza,
Argentina

Economic

Suite of farm
programs
stabilize
farm income
(maximum
two year
drought)

Suite of farm
programs
stabilize farm
income
(maximum two
year drought)

INDAP
outreach
small farmers
Emergency
assistance
small
producers and
municipalities
without
drinking water

Mandatory
crop
insurance
Farm loans
available
Emergency
relief for small
producers

Management Provincial,
Some local
regional, and drought plans
local drought
plans

Irrigation plan

Recommendations








Comprehensive policy response to drought is needed
which also considers drivers and local context
Instruments that enhance water use efficiency, demand
management, and provide incentive to adopt improved
technology are required
Instruments to distribute equitably best management
practices and adaptive measures are warranted
There is an absence of environmental governance
instruments (adaptive management, anticipatory
governance, adaptive co-management) which build
resilience
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Recommendations






A suite of water property interests and instruments
responding to drought provide the best context for
adaptation and resilience
Instruments must be flexible to account for the
natural characteristics of the water resource
(Saskatchewan and Chile)
A holistic proactive analysis of water instruments
responding to drought and climate change, with the
participation of all people has the best prospect for
tackling extreme drought
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